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ABSTRACT
The ecological effect of urban form has been an important issue in 20" century planning
history. The inadequate relationships between development patterns of modern cities and
their natural surroundings had been discussed in Geddes's Cities in Evolution, McHarg's
Design with Nature, Lynch's Good City Form, Forman's "ecologically optimum spatial
form" in Land Mosaics, and Mitchell's "fine-grain urban pattern" in City of Bits and E-
topia (Geddes, 1915; Lynch, 1961, 1981; McHarg, 1969; Forman, 1995; Mitchell, 1995,
1999). However, these normative theories have almost never been tested by empirical
studies and quantitative analysis.
The thesis is about ecological effects of a twenty-year period urbanization in the fringe
area of eastern Taipei metropolis. Using the technology of GIS and the principles of
landscape ecology, some quantitative and spatial analyses are applied here to verify the
complicated non-linear relationship between city form, forest patch shape and hydrological
effects in the case study of eastern Taipei. Some landscape ecological indices like forest
patch numbers, corridor connectivity, compactness of city form, landscape fragmentation
and landscape heterogeneity are measured across different spatial scales and over twenty
years period. Some correlations between the landscape indices and the hydrological change
are verified. The following are the main findings of the study:
1. The empirical study provides an operational approach to large-scale metropolitan
spatial analysis. The integration of GIS technologies and landscape ecological
analysis shows the potential for the future development of a GIS based ecological
design and planning tool.
2. A holistic framework is proposed for the purpose of integrating consideration of
urban development, landscape change and hydrological processes. The evidence
shows that there exist some correlations among the three processes.
3. Some landscape ecological indices are highly correlated with hydrological effects,
including the number of 10 hectare or larger forest patches, the compactness index
K and the fractal dimension D of city form, and the evenness index E of the
landscape heterogeneity.
4. The data show a 10 year "time lag" phenomenon between urban development and
hydrological effect in eastern Taipei. The differences of the runoff effect between
1980s and 1990s support the hypothesis that there exists a threshold point or
limitation of the natural system. When the magnitude of urban development goes
beyond that limitation, the original hydrological system became "irreversible" or
"less reversible".
5. The evidence of the threshold point indicates that the strategic timing point and
spatial points could become the basis for design and planning intervention. Using
scenarios planning procedure, a sustainable urban environment could be achieved
gradually by applying landscape ecological principles.
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1. Introduction
1.1 What Ecological Effects and Why Metropolitan Form
The research explores ecological effects induced by changes to metropolitan form. In
many cities and regions, mega-scale urbanization processes create ecological effects on
the surrounding natural environment. Amongst the visible changes of spatial form in
metropolitan areas, two of the most manifest effects are landscape fragmentation and
hydrological changes. The first effect usually breaks large habitat or land areas into
small parcels and has become an environmental issue worldwide (Forman, 1995). The
second effect comes from the expanded impervious surfaces and the design of the urban
drainage system. Many cities and regions suffer flood and landslide disasters when the
hydrological regime of the regional watershed is changed by the forces of urban
development or human disturbance.
How should we design research into the ecological effects of new urban development?
I argue that the selection of appropriate scales is important for designing research on
ecological effects. The research focuses on scales across twenty kilometers and over
twenty years. It is a suitable scale for us to observe the effects of forest depletion and
hydrological disasters. Furthermore, could we make any difference in the ecological
outcomes by planning intervention? The spatial scale of landscape and region within a
metropolitan area is also a suitable scale here. In terms of temporal scale, it is possible
for people to put efforts over one or two human generations (Forman, 1995).
The thesis focuses on three spatial processes: hydrological changes, landscape
fragmentation and urban development processes based on spatial data of a town area in
eastern Taipei metropolitan area. These three processes presented their changing
trajectory on historical maps, aerial photos and remote sensing data over two decades.
By applying GIS spatial analysis and principles in landscape ecology, a quantitative and
spatial analysis is used to explain the three processes.
Shije
Nankang
Downtown H sin-yi
Taipei
Figure 1. The Eastern- Taipei Metropolitan Fringe
2. Study Area and Phenomenon
2.1 Visible Urban Sprawl in Eastern-Taipei Metropolitan Fringe
In the past two decade, the town of Shije has become one of the most controversial
and infamous cities in Taiwan because of its high frequency of development-induced
disasters. Located on the metropolitan fringe of Taipei, the settlement form of Shije is
defined by the surrounding valley character. About 88% of the Shije sub-basin area is
covered by 30% or higher steep slopes. However, the environmental constraints have not
confined the urban development of Shije. Since the early 1980s, new housing
developments sprouted not only at the valley bottom, but also up the two sides of valley.
In the past twenty years, the sprawling patterns dramatically changed the form of
Eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringes.
Beneath the visible land coverage change resulting from the 20 years of urban
development, what kind of environmental and socio-economic effects does the urban
sprawl process create? Why do we see the huge land development rush to the valley-
shape city in less than 20 years? How could we manage the change or even mitigate the
negative ecological effect by planning intervention?
2.2 Disaster and Development Since 1980s
Two typhoons, Winnie in 1997 and Zeb in 1998 caused serious flood and landslide
disasters in the town of Shije. Twenty people died in typhoon Winnie because of
landslides. More than ten thousand people's houses were drowned by flood in typhoon
Zeb. The two events caused the governmental intervention. The government then began
to revise existing land use regulations. All of the new housing developments suddenly
shut down in 1998. These facts reveal a drastic confrontation between highly intensive
urban activities and the sensitive natural environment. The changes of metropolitan form,
the ecological and hydrological effects and the forces behind the environmental changes
need to be clarified.
3. Propositions and Research Framework
3.1 Propositions, Hypotheses and Research Stages
Flood is related to changes in the natural system and urban development. It represents
one of the outcomes of watershed urbanization. The changes to the spatial form of
metropolitan sprawl, involving changes to the land coverage, extended impervious
surfaces, the construction of artificial urban drainage system, and increasing population,
together have a significant impact on the bio-diversity quality and hydrological regime.
What are the relationships among the changes of metropolitan form, the ecological
effects and the forces behind the environmental changes? I argue here that "metropolitan
form matters" in ecological effects. That is, different spatial forms or arrangements of
forest, built areas, stream and road corridors could create different bio-diversity qualities,
hydrological outcomes and environmental risks. The discovery of the relationship
between ecological effects and metropolitan form will contribute to more appropriate
policies and planning prescriptions for the future of metropolitan development.
The thesis involved five research stages. There are one or two specific research
questions in each stage.
1. The causes: urban development as a disturbance by human, which causes land mosaic
change
The first objective of the research is to figure out the proximate cause of land
coverage change. When we look at those aerial photos and satellite images in 1982,
1988, 1994 and 2000 of Taipei, the main force causing the landscape change is land
development. It shows that the urban development process played a role as a
large-scale disturbance by human, which made changes in temporal scale over
decades and spatial scale of tens of kilometers wide region. In other words, urban
development triggered the land mosaic change in the Eastern-Taipei watershed.
The first research stage aims to explain why the urban development process
happened.
2. The measurement: the analysis of metropolitan form by measuring land mosaic
structure and change
Land mosaic means the perceivable spatial form of landscape and region. For the
purpose of getting a more visible and comparable reading of changes in
metropolitan form in the 20 years period, quantitative analysis and mapping are
needed. Some landscape ecological principles are applied here which are aided by
using the GIS database and spatial analysis function as basic tools. Here the
analysis of metropolitan form means the measurement of change in land mosaic
attributes. The size, shape and spatial configuration of natural and city patches and
their spatial arrangement within the whole landscape are calculated and mapped
based on the data in 1982, 1988, 1994 and 2000 aerial photos and satellite images.
3. The effects: the effect of hydrological change as an indicator of mosaic change
At the same time, the ecological effect of mosaic change in the period from 1982,
1988, 1994 to 2000 with different magnitudes of urban disturbance is to be
measured. Bio-diversity and hydrological effects are two notable ecological effects
here. For the bio-diversity issue, because of the difficulty involved in obtaining data
on wildlife movement or bio-diversity at this research stage, the effects of mosaic
change are mainly discussed in terms of hydrological runoff changes. Some
correlations between landscape ecological indices and hydrological effects are
shown here. The objective of this research stage is to clarify the relationship
between hydrological change and land mosaic change.
4.Disaster as a feedback mechanism against human disturbance
As one of the main effects of mosaic change, the increasing runoff or changing
hydrological regime contributed to the frequency of flood disasters in Eastern
Taipei area in 1990s. Why are the frequency and intensity of disasters dramatically
rising in the past twenty years in the eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringes? I argue
that there is a threshold or limitation in the natural system. When the urban
development magnitude (or human disturbance magnitude) goes beyond that
limitation, the original natural system will become practically "irreversible". It
means that it is very hard for the natural system to be recovered back to its original
function. In other words, finding the limitation of land mosaic changes is important
for the planner and policy maker who could set the limitation for urban
development. Passing over the limitation line will change the hydrological regime
totally and create more probability for flood.
5. The opportunities for planning intervention
However, good design could make some differences. With more understanding of
the research hypothesis and questions above, we will know more about when and
where the suitable temporal and spatial points lie for planning intervention in the
urban development process. The last objective of the research enable me to propose
more ecological oriented planning approaches based on landscape ecological
analysis.
3.2 Developing a Research Framework Based on Landscape Ecological
Principles
The eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringe is rapidly urbanizing. Using concepts and
principles in landscape ecology like patch-corridor-matrix, we can regard the intensive
human environment as a "land mosaic". The spatial language and analysis of landscape
ecology provides a framework for us to understand the spatial patterns and ecological
flows across the metropolitan landscape. Furthermore, it helps us to integrate the three
processes, urban development, landscape fragmentation and hydrological change, in a
holistic theoretical framework.
The concept of land mosaic is useful for the analysis of metropolitan form. The
analysis and measurement of land mosaic patterns by patch-corridor-matrix language
system includes the following parts (Forman, 1995):
1. Patch size and patch shape
2. Corridor and stepping stone system
3. Network and Matrix
Furthermore, the mosaic change becomes an observable "mediation" for us to
understand the metropolitan development process. Because the measurement of mosaic
change provides quantitative indicators and visible spatial form of natural and city
development, we can seek to explain the causes and effects of mosaic change based on
those indicators and visible form of nature and city.
Therefore, the three separated spatial processes--urban development, landscape
fragmentation and hydrology-- are integrated under the cause and effect chain of
thinking. Land mosaic changes become the central concept within the chain. It is
composed of the following sections:
1. The Causes: urban development process as a large-scale human disturbance of
the environment.
2. Changing Mosaics: landscape fragmentation and process heterogeneity as
indicators of changing metropolitan form.
3. The Effects: changing hydrological process stands as a major ecological effect of
changing metropolitan form. It is related to the frequency and locations of flood
disaster.
The timing and locations of suitable planning intervention could be based upon the
analysis above.
The following is a conceptual model, which is to be explored in this paper. The model
uses mosaic change as a core concept, which indicates the change of metropolitan form.
Linking the causes, effects and the disaster outcomes, we can discuss further
phenomenon of disasters, especially flood, and try to understand the feedback
mechanism in a natural system when human disturbance goes too far.
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4. The Causes: Urban Development as a Large-scale Human
Disturbance
Why are the frequency and intensity of disasters dramatically rising in the past twenty
years in the eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringes, especially the town of Shi-je? What are
the relationships between disasters and urban development? Before answering these
questions, we have to understand what causes the changes of metropolitan form. In the
area of eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringe, the whole landscape is modified and many
original landscape patterns and processes are disturbed by ill-considered human
activities or land uses in the past twenty years. In this chapter, the urban development
process in eastern-Taipei fringe is explained by analyzing the interactions between
development and nature, an analysis which is divided into the following four sections:
1. The description of the growing population and land development since 1980
2. "Nature as amenity environment" speeds up development
3. "Nature as confined environment" effects development patterns
4. "Nature as disaster environment" slows down development
4.1 The Growing Population and Land Development
Since early 1980s, the population and development in the eastern Taipei metropolitan
area grew more rapidly than Taipei or Taiwan as a whole. The main settlement of this
area, Shije town, was growing faster than any other cities and towns in the whole Taipei
metropolitan region. The rate of population growth of Shije town kept growing above
the average for the Taipei metropolitan area and the average growing rate for the whole
Taiwan area since 1980 (Figure 3). Due to the population growth, there has been a
dramatic expansion of the built-up area. At almost the same time, especially after 1980,
each year saw the new housing development booming. It shows that the early 1980s was
a starting moment for heated take off of urban development.
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Figure 3. The Index of Population Growth, Shije, Taipei and Taiwan (Yang, 1999)
(Unit = ha)
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Figure 4: The Site Areas of Land Development in Sije, 1961-1996 (Yang, 1999)
The drastically increasing population and expansion of building sites in Shije over the
past twenty years has been taken as evidence by many researchers and policy makers to
argue that there is a strong relationship between the high frequency of disasters and the
booming hillside-housing development in eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringe area. If we
compare the 1997 typhoon Winnie with the 1987 typhoon Leon, we will find that the
height of the flood doubled over the 10 years period. This means that the hydrological
character of the Shi-je valley has tremendously changed in the past ten-year period.
However, it is still not clear about what causes the population and building area
growth? What kind of metropolitan development patterns have induced some ecological
and hydrological effects, which caused some flood and landslide disasters? The
following diagram is the cause and effect chain which explain the logic (Figure 5). It
simply shows that because of the overload or inadequate development pattern, the land
coverage or metropolitan form of Shije area has been changed, which caused the change
of natural system and induced disasters.
Ecological
Effects
Ln Change ofLand
Development ~Metropolitan
Form
Figure 5. The cause and effect chain explaining development, changing metropolitan form
and ecological effects
4.2 "Nature as amenity environment" Speeds Up Development
In this section, it is suggested that the image of the natural quality in Shije is a
marketing catalyst offering amenity and suburban living environment compared with
crowded Taiwanese urban life. This image attracts people to buy houses in Shije area
and speeds up the 20 years land development process.
Nature
(Amenity)
(Speed up)
Land
Development
Change of
Metropolitan
Form
Figure 6: "Nature as amenity environment" speeds up development
The diagram above presents a concept for the observation of Shije's urban
development phenomenon. Behind the numbers of increasing population and building
areas, why do people keep choosing disaster-sensitive housing in Shije area over the past
twenty years? What are the main forces behind the twenty years land development? In
this section, I claim that there are two forces, the invention of an "imagined location" and
the interventions from public and private sectors, which contributed to people's housing
choices and help shape the metropolitan form of Eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringe area.
4.2.1 The Invention of an "Imagined Location" in the Real Estate Market
The first reason of Shije's development is related to people's response to the image of
Shije's natural amenity in their housing choices. However, the responses are more or less
steered by real estate industry. The images of natural amenities in the town of Shije were
invented by agents in the real estate market, which created an "imagined location" of
Shije as a competitive factor to affect people's housing choices.
Here is a very famous advertising example of of Shije's recent housing development
project, Lincoln's Great Town. It shows that Shije area looks like a green leaf with a
detached house lying on it. It represented an image and a specific meaning about
suburban lifestyle and the surrounding environment with natural amenity (Figure 7). The
table below shows a list of housing development projects in Shije in the past 20 years.
By way of naming a suburban lifestyle, such as "National Park", "Evergreen Village",
"Mountain Woodland" or "Sunrise Villa", these land development projects are
advertised by using the image of natural amenity as a marketing strategy (Table 1).
On the one hand, the creation of those images exaggerate the reality by inventing an
"imagined location" of a suburban city. On the other hand, the naming is based on the
valley landscape of Shije, which suggests that the natural landscape becomes a catalyst
for creating both cultural meanings and market.
~it ~N -I V~. u~
Figure 7: "A detached house on a green leaf' represents Shije's suburban image
Project Name Development Project Name Development
Area (ha) Area (ha)
Duke Village 44.00 Wilderness Hill 17.88
National Park 15.00 Southern Shije 15.95
Evergreen Village 5.90 Sunrise Villa 22.10
Old Gentlemen Village 1.60 Flower Capital 6.20
Green Island Village 3.30 Green Mountain Villa 2.40
Swiss Villa 3.40 Aroma Villa 24.58
Farm Village 6.40
White Horse Villa 4.80
Mountain Woodland 16.30
King Villa 24.97
Ming Garden 1.50
Full Green Villa 3.80
Friendly Houses 1.30
Lincoln's Great Town 6.601
Table 1: The Naming of Development Project in Shije represents a suburban lifestyle
#
4.2.2 The Increments of Metropolitan Development toward the East
Evidence in the form of data on population growth and development area increase
(Figure 3, Figure 4), makes clear the fact that the urban growth rate of the town of Shije
is significantly greater than the average of Taipei and the average for Taiwan. The
following diagram provides information about where Shije's population growth is
coming. Among the sixteen surrounding cities in Taipei metropolitan area, the
immigration flows have very uneven directions. It shows that Shije area is the most
important destination of the new immigrants moving out of Taipei City. From 1970 to
1997, about 60% of the new immigrants of Shije town came from Taipei City. Among
the sixteen satellite towns and cities, Shije is the city located on the eastern fringe of
Taipei metropolitan area.
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Figure 8: The directions of immigration flow in 1990s (Yang, 1998)
The tendency of the large-scale migration movement toward the east has some
specific indications. When the rate of population growth slowed down in Taipei City
(see Figure 3), Shije becomes the only significantly growing city located on the eastern
fringe. This suggests that the urban sprawl direction of metropolitan Taipei is basically
eastern oriented.
How can we explain this eastern movement? Why Shije became an important target of
new land development? Two kinds of evidence and arguments could explain the reasons
why Shije was involved in the incremental movement of metropolitan development
(Figure 1). Firstly, compared with downtown Taipei, Hsinyi and Nankang, Shije has
relatively lower housing prices which attract many young generations and middle class
families. The figure below shows that Shije has relatively lower housing and land prices
than Hsin-yi and Nankang in which the land prices boomed since 1980s (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: The Comparison of Housing Prices of Downtown Taipei, Hsin-yi, Nankang
and Shije since 1986
Secondly, the imagined location of "suburban Shije" is consistent with the new urban
policy of developing eastern Taipei. In 1977, the Taipei Municipal Government declared
the Hsin-yi district as a new urban core area with a government center, world trade
center and high-density commercial uses. After almost a decade, the next eastern district
Nankang was redeveloped to become a Business-Commercial Special District with
Taipei's second world trade center. The land prices of eastern Taipei skyrocketed before
and after that with the index of land price in Taipei City rising 370 times from 1952 to
1980. The incremental actions initiated by the government clearly transmitted a message
of the eastern oriented urban development from the west to the eastern new areas Hsin-
yi and Nankang. Next to the eastern side of Nankang, a new "suburban Shije" becomes
not only a symbolic target of real estate advertising, but also an outcome of physical
changes by the market and policy intervention. The invention of the idea "living in Shije
with surrounding nature which is nearby and convenient for working in Taipei city area"
becomes a main force to push land development over twenty years.
The two forms of evidence show that the development of Shi-je town was involved in
a large-scale gentrification process, which was part of the incremental movement of
Taipei metropolitan sprawl toward the eastern fringe. The imagination of a location with
the natural quality and proximity to the new Taipei CBD were amplified by real estate
advertising. It is one of the key factors which triggered the sprawling of slope housing
developments since the early 1980s. As an "imagined suburban location", the reality
behind the suburban dream is the relatively low housing price with the high risk of
natural disasters.
4.3 "Nature as Confined Environment" Effects Development Patterns
4.3.1 Intervention from the Public Sector through Infrastructure Development
Another important intervention comes from public investment in large-scale
transportation systems. Since the late 1970s, the increasing population growth had been
following the development of bridges and highways, which link Shije and other cities,
towns and districts in metropolitan Taipei.
Among them are three milestone-developments: Sun Yet-sen Freeway, New T5
highway and North 2 Freeway, which are related to three periods of sharp population
growth: the late 1970s, late 1980s and late 1990s. One of the most conspicuous records is
1996's 10% population growth in Shi-je after the completion of North 2 Freeway. The
intervention from the government by developing large-scale transportation system is one
of the main forces to steer the metropolitan sprawling patterns. It also provided a
discursive basis for the real estate agents to amplify the accessibility benefits. Combined
with the "nature as amenity environment" in Shije real estate marketing strategy, the
accessibility is another important component in the invention of "imagined suburban
location" which help pushing the migration to the eastern urban fringe since 1980s.
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Figure 10. The relationship between the completion of large-scale transportation system
developments and the population growth in the town of Shi-je
4.3.2 Infrastructure Patterns Confined by the Constraints of Natural Environment
The infrastructure planned and constructed by governmental intervention created the
new development opportunities for Shije area. Since the accessibility was dramatically
improved in early 1980s, the urban growth of Shije was stimulated at the same time by
both real estate market and governmental intervention. However, the infrastructure and
development patterns are confined by the natural feature of the area.
Among the public elements of infrastructure, the road system is the most distinctive
feature cutting through the natural landscape. It creates a network of transportation
corridors. Transportation corridors cut through forest and streams and have tremendous
effect on ecological quality of a region. In Shije area, the road patterns differ from most
cities, which are mainly grid systems. Because of the confines of valley land feature, a
tree-like road pattern goes up to the two sides of the slope and goes along the stream
corridors in Shije area. It makes the transportation corridors intertwine with stream
corridors and these two features interact with each other.
The tree-shape road pattern in Shije dramatically shapes the form of nature and city.
The housing development pattern, natural pattern and ecological flows are framed by the
tree shape network. From the two diagrams below, we can see how natural constraints
confine the development of road infrastructure. We can simply measure the differences
of the density of road network in order to know about the potentially different ecological
effects between the two. The following maps show the changes of road density between
late 1970s and late 1990s in Shije area (Figure 11, Table2). More precise ways to
measure the ecological effect of road construction rely on the field investigation of the
effect zones at the two sides of roads.
Road Length (m) Total Area (ha) Road Density (m/ha)
Late 1970s (low) 38103 4962.809 7.68
Late 1990s (high) 101487 4962.809 20.45
Table 2: A Comparison of Road density from late 1970s to late 1990s in Shije area.
Figure 11: The changes of road density from late 1970s(left) to late 1990s(right) in Shije
watershed section area.
4.3.3 The Failure of Constraint-based Planning and Development Regulations
According to the Shije Master Plan in 1981, the projected population and residential
area for 1996 is 75,000 and 149 hectares. However, the actual population of Shije is
more than 160,000 in 1996 when the total area of housing developments had already
reached 354 hectare. Among the total housing developments, 229 hectares of them are a
special permission "C" type housing, which means those buildings located on the steep
slope environment and outside the scope of Shi-je zoning and master plan boundary.
Because the C type building permission is out of the control of zoning and planning
regulation, it becomes one of the main sources of disaster-sensitive development (Chen,
1995).
Another significant source of slope development came from the vagueness of the
master plan which is based on the environmental constrain-based planning idea. In the
1994 Shije Master Plan, all of the lands within the boundary are divided by four levels
based on suitability analysis. The first two levels, "Superior suitable development land"
and "Suitable development land", are allowed to be developed for urban uses. The fourth
level "Not suitable development land" clearly prohibits any urban uses. However, the
third level "Middle suitable development land" is vague and hard to be defined. It
becomes a "leak" for many disaster-sensitive development projects to have their
building developed legally. Mass media doubted that those permissible buildings with
third level lands are highly related to local politics and corruption.
The big difference between the plan and the reality manifests itself as a failure of the
planning and development regulations in Shije's town development history. Furthermore,
the disaster records also show that most of the landslides occurred at the locations of the
C type housing, which were developed by changing the original landform and drainage
routes of the watersheds on the site with steep slopes. Based on the analysis of land
mosaic change and hydrological effects in chapters five and six, I will argue that the
change in hydrological regime in Shije area is highly relative to the large coverage of the
slope housing on the two sides of valley.
The failure of planning and development regulations also plays another role as a
passive way of governmental intervention, which help shaping the metropolitan form by
allowing developers to change highly environmental-constraint lands to development
sites
4.4 "Nature as Disaster Environment" Slow Down Development
In 1997 and 1998, two disasters of flood and landslides reversed the images of the
town. They instantly produced negative effects by shrinking Shije's housing values and
prices. The average housing price went down 20% after the two disasters. Almost all of
the developing projects were brought to a halt. From the data on development site areas
of Shije from 1960s to 1998, we can see that the development activity disappeared after
1997 (Figure 12). According to a report from Shije town government, the total area of
land developments which were "frozen" is about 309 hectares with a 12 billion dollar
housing estate value.
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Figure 12. The Land Areas of Urban Development in Shije Town, 1961-1996
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Figure 13: The negative feedback mechanism from natural disasters
The change shows that people's two different responses to the natural system, amenity
or disaster, are key forces behind land development and the physical outcomes of
metropolitan form. We can claim that there exists a negative feedback mechanism of the
natural system. When the land development reaches overload, it could create
development-induced disasters and have an impact on human living environment
(Figure 13).
After the analysis of the causes of Shije's development story and the forces behind
these out of control developments, we observe that development sprawl does play
critical roles in shaping metropolitan form of East-Taipei since 1980s. In the following
chapter, we will come back to look at the land coverage of the area. By way of measuring
the changes of the land mosaic structure or metropolitan form, the ecological effects
induced by the twenty-year housing development could be clarified thereafter.
5. Changing Mosaic: Metropolitan Sprawl as a Land Mosaic
Change
5.1 The Measurement of Metropolitan Form by Landscape Ecological
Analysis
For many metropolitan areas, the boundaries of city and nature are so complicated
because all kinds of land uses and land coverage are mixed and intertwined together.
Because of the huge impact of human disturbance, the natural patterns and processes are
transformed or changed by human forces, which make nature not "pure" anymore.
Traditionally, ecology or environmental sciences target pure natural environments like
forest, wetland and wildlife habitats. However, most of the environments on earth have
become "the second nature", which means that most of the natural environment are
basically human impact or even human made today. It is obvious that the metropolitan
area looks like an urban-nature hybrid environment, which is in need of new perspective
to deal with its spatial forms, patterns and processes.
Some concepts in landscape ecology are useful for us to understand the new
phenomenon. The spatial language in landscape ecology like patch-corridor-matrix
constitutes a landscape or region. Based on these concepts, metropolitan form is
regarded here as a mixture of natural and human-modified patch-corridor-matrix that
vary in size, shape and spatial patterns. The outcome of contemporary metropolitan
space is the result of conflicting interaction between natural system and urban
development forces. The spatial arrangement and the form of patch-corridor-matrix can
determine ecological flows and functions over time. In metropolitan environments, the
changes of patch-corridor-matrix will affect the performance of the mosaic. They will
cause hydrological and bio-diversity changes, which affects people's safety and
sustainable living.
According to Forman (Forman, 1995), Farina (Farina, 1998) and Zonneveld
(Zonneveld, 1995), I apply or redefine the basic landscape ecology special terms by the
following concepts:
1. Land Mosaic: A pattern of patch, corridor and matrix. Each mosaic is composed
of small and similar aggregated objects.
2. Patch: A relatively homogeneous area which is different from its surrounding
area. The content of patches could be forest, grassland, agricultural land or
built-up area.
3. Corridor: A strip of a particular land type which is different from the adjacent
land on both sides. The most common corridors on land coverage are vegetation
corridor, transportation corridor and stream corridor.
4. Matrix: The background of ecosystem or land-use type in a mosaic which is
characterized by extensive cover, high connectivity and major control over
dynamics.
5. Connectivity: A measure of how connected or continuous a corridor, network or
matrix is. It is generally used for forest.
6. Fragmentation: A process of breaking up of a piece of forest, ecosystem or land
use type into smaller parcels.
7. Heterogeneity: An uneven, non-random distribution of objects, which is contrast
with homogeneity. It represents the spatial complexity of mosaic.
8. Disturbance: A discrete event or series of events over time that modifies the
structure and function of landscape and ecosystem. Human activity is used
instead of human disturbance.
For the purpose of getting a more visible and comparable indication of changes of
metropolitan form in the 20 year period, the previous landscape ecological principles are
applied here aided by using the GIS database and spatial analysis function as basic tools.
Here the analysis of metropolitan form means the measurement of land mosaic changing
processes. The size, shape and spatial configuration of natural and city patches and their
spatial arrangement within the whole landscape are calculated and mapped by
geographic information system (GIS), which is based on data from 1982, 1988, 1994 and
2000 in the form of digital spatial data and satellite images.
5.2 Spatial Hierarchy
The analysis of land coverage or land mosaic changes is based on the concept of
spatial hierarchy. The ecological effects are observable only when we locate the
adequate spatial and temporal scales together. In existing landscape ecological
literatures, most research is concerned with the scale from meters up to thousand of
kilometers, across which most ecological processes are completed (Farina, 1998). Here
are some examples clarifying the relationship between spatial scales and different
ecological processes. For example, plant competition and tree replacement processes
happen within a 10 meters range. Small mammal life cycle occurs over hundreds of
meters. Ecological succession usually exists in one kilometer range. In short, most
short-duration changes affect a small place while long-term changes are observable
across large-scale region (Forman, 1995).
In the case of eastern-Taipei urban development from 1980 to late 1990s, the thesis is
concerned with the hydrological and bio-diversity effects induced by forest depletion
and inadequate land development. An appropriate spatial scale is picked in order to
identify the observable ecological effects. Hydrological effects occur in varieties of
scales ranging from rainfall infiltration in one meter soil profile to floods in a 1 00,000ha
area basin. Using the data of the whole river basin as a basis, the research makes a
hypothesis that the hydrological effects of twenty years urbanization are observable in
town-scale (10,000ha) and village-scale (1,000ha) watersheds. Here are the three spatial
scales within Taipei basin (Figure 13):
1. Metropolitan scale--The whole Keelung River Basin, the scale is almost up to
1 00,000ha which goes across 20 to 40 kilometers.
2. Town scale basin-- Shije town and its surrounding (mid-stream Basin Section),
the scale is about 10,000ha.
3. Village scale watershed--sub-watershed within the Basin Section, the scale is
about 1000ha.
Based on the data for the whole metropolitan area, the town-scale and village-scale
watershed becomes the focus in this thesis for the purpose of making the change of
hydrological regime observable. For the Shije town area as a whole, the research area is
delineated based on sub-basin boundary (Figure 14, scale 2). Within the boundary of
Shije town, six village-scale watersheds are selected to become the observation samples.
We can understand the change of metropolitan form in detail at this scale.
Taiwan 1. Metropolitan scale
Basin--Keelung River Basin
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Figure 14: Spatial hierarchy: Taiwan island, metropolitan basin, town-scale sub-basin and
village-scale watershed
5.3 Patch and Fragmentation
Patch size is the simplest way to measure the ecological quality of a landscape or
region. Large-scale vegetation patches present many ecological advantages including
water quality protection, high connectivity of stream network, more interior species and
low vulnerability against extinction during environmental change. For the eastern Taipei
area, one of the most important functions of large vegetation patches is their work as
"hydrologic sponges", which help absorb rainfall and reduce floods. The distribution of
large vegetation patches will indicate the quality of hydrological function among
different sub-basins and across different time periods.
5.3.1 Patch Size and Patch Number Distribution across Landscape
1. From metropolitan scale to town scale: Locating the Shie area in the whole
Keelung River Basin
The following is the forest patch distribution within the whole Keelung river basin
(Figure 15). For the areas of land coverage change (Table 3), the data below simply show
that the area ratios of forest gradually decrease from upstream to down stream. Among
the five sub-basins, the no.2 sub-basin section has highest proportion of built-up area
because most of the downtown Taipei is located in the area. From the distribution of
forest patch (Table 4), we can know more about the location of those ecologically
important land within the whole basin. The data shows that Shije (the no.3 sub-basin)
has the highest number with the patch size larger than 10 ha or 100 ha. Within those large
patches, we can expect some ecological processes happening there such as ecological
succession.
It is interesting to find that for both the most intensive urban area no.4 (downtown
Taipei) and the most natural area no.1 (upstream area), the forest patch number are
smaller than the other areas. The no.3 Shije area and no.5 Peitou areas which located on
the metropolitan fringe have the highest patch numbers. It shows that the effects of forest
fragmentation are larger on the locations of metropolitan fringe. In these areas, the
conflicts between natural processes and new urban development are more serious.
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Figure 15: Forest patch distribution--5 town-scale sub-basin section (from upstream to
downstream), Shije area is located on No.3 sub-basin section
Forest Agriculture Built area
area area ratio area area ratio area area ratio
Sub-basin section 1 139544522 94.17% 2372525 1.60% 977075 0.66%
(Pinsee)
Sub-basin section 2 118738099 81.60% 2649875 1.82% 3641450 2.50%
(Reifang)
Sub-basin section 3 164125874 74.30% 17437750 7.89% 5656575 2.56%
(Shije)
Sub-basin section4 28823450 33.85% 1461325 1.72% 17131025 20.12%
(Nankan)
Sub-basin section 5 74349375 56.56% 23656255 18.00% 12554875 9.55%
(Beitoe)
Table 3: Patch Area--5 town-scale sub-basin within the whole Keelung River basin
(upstream to downstream), 1994 data (Unit: ni), (some other land uses are not
counted here)
Forest patch Sub-basin Sub-basin Sub-basin Sub-basin Sub-basin
number section 1 section 2 section 3 section4 section 5
(Pinsee) (Reifang) (Shije) (Nankan) (Beitoe)
Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch
number density number density number density number density number density
Total 328 2.35 597 5.03 1023 6.23 375 13.01 1512 20.34
0-100 ri 192 1.38 287 2.42 505 3.08 213 7.39 810 10.89
100 r2-lha 104 0.75 256 2.16 405 2.47 128 4.44 589 7.92
Iha-10ha 25 0.18 36 0.30 76 0.46 22 0.76 78 1.05
10ha-100ha 3 0.02 14 0.12 26 0.16 8 0.28 27 0.36
Over 100 4/2 0.03 4/2 0.03 11/5 0.07 4/1 0.14 8/2 0.11
/1000ha I
Table 4: Forest patch number distribution--5 town-scale sub-basin within the whole
Keelung River basin (upstream to downstream) (Unit: n'), 1994 data, patch density=
patch number/ area of forest
2. From town scale to village scale: looking at 6 watersheds within Shye area
The following is the forest patch distribution within the Shi-je basin area (Figure 16,
Table 5, 6). Six village-scale watersheds are compared in terms of land coverage areas
and forest patch size. Among the six watersheds, it is obvious that BK stream watershed
(e) and BL stream watershed (f) are the two areas with highest human disturbance. The
built-up area in BK stream watershed is about 33%, which has highest land development
activity. The number of largest forest patch size (over 10ha) in BK watershed is only 3,
which means that it is an important sample for understanding watershed urbanization. It
is reasonable to argue that ecological and hydrological effect of BK watershed is largest,
and BL watershed maybe is the second. We will verify the hydrological effect in the
following chapter.
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Figure 16: Forest patch distribution--6 village-scale watersheds (upstream to downstream)
Forest Agriculture Built area
Area Area area area ratio Area area ratio
ratio
Watershed-- a 12706842 84.22% 579063 3.84% 303620 2.01%
(BCK stream)
Watershed-- b 1459437 88.47% 39582 2.40% 63262 3.84%
(SC stream)
Watershed-- c 3482436 78.48% 352856 7.95% 234630 5.29%
(CD stream)
Watershed-- d 3861422 72.72% 827633 15.59% 145692 2.74%
(KKC stream)
Watershed-- e 5912278 34.89% 5314407 31.36% 5517446 32.56%
(BK stream)
Watershed-- f 5200089 55.36% 3313260 35.27% 731791 7.79%
(BL stream)
Table 5: Patch Area--6 village scale watershed within No3 Shije basin section
(upstream to downstream (Unit: ri), (some other land uses are not counted here)
Forest Watershed Watershed Watershed Watershed Watershed Watershed
patch a (BCK) b (SC) c (CD) d (KKC ) e (BK) f (BL)
Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch Patch
number number density number density number density number density number density number density
Total 70 5.51 3 26.36 50 14.36 104 26.93 68 11.50 185 35.58
0-100 r2 37 2.91 0 0.00 23 6.60 52 13.47 44 7.44 94 18.08
100 ri-lha 24 1.89 1 8.79 21 6.03 37 9.58 21 3.55 78 15.00
lha-10ha 6 0.47 1 8.79 2 0.57 6 1.55 0 0.00 8 1.54
10ha-100ha 2 0.16 0 0.00 3 0.86 8 2.07 2 0.34 3 0.58
Over 100ha 1 0.08 1 8.79 1 0.29 1 0.26 1 0.17 2 0.38
Table 6: Forest patch number distribution-6 village scale watershed (upstream to
downstream) (Unit: rri), patch density = patch number/ area of forest
5.3.2 Fragmentation: Changes of Patch Size and Numbers Over Time
1. Town scale: Shije area from 1982 to 1994
The existence of large patch represents the ecological importance. Different spatial
scales of forest contain different ecological processes. Within 10m to 100m, plant
competition and tree replacement could exist. In 1km, we could have succession process.
In the scale of 10km, wildlife migration could happen (Forman, 1995). Based on these
principles, the patch sizes are divided by five levels from 100 M to 100ha, which could
represent the magnitude of ecological importance. On the other side, the patch size of
urban area represents where and how intensive the human disturbances have been.
However, the relationship between the size of urban patch and the magnitude of human
disturbance is still unclear. The following are two spatial hierarchies of measurement,
the town scale and village scale watershed.
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Figure 17: Changes of the number of different forest patch sizes--Town scale (Shije)
Forest 1982 1988 1994
/Patch numbers
Total 4048 4130 1023
0-100 ni 1110 1089 505
100 ri-lha 2183 2274 405
Iha-10ha 644 656 77
10ha-100ha 93 93 26
Over 100ha 18 18 10
Table 7: Changes of the number of different forest patch sizes--Town scale (Shije)
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Figure 18: Changes of the number of different urban patch sizes
Urban 1982 1988 1994
/Patch numbers
Total 611 665 2031
0-100 n 182 162 221
100 r 2-lha 321 401 1726
Iha-10ha 81 75 80
10ha-100ha 27 26 4
Over 100ha 0 1 0
Table 8: Changes of the number of different urban patch sizes--Town scale (Shije)
2. Village scale: BK watershed area from 1982 to 1994
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Figure 19: Changes of the number of different forest patch sizes--Village scale (BK
stream)
Forest 1982 1988 1994
/Patch numbers
Total 335 335 68
0-100 2  71 71 44
100 r2-lha 191 191 21
Iha-10ha 58 58 0
10ha-100ha 12 12 2
Over 100ha 3 3 1
Table 9: Changes of the forest patch sizes number --Village scale (BK stream)
Urban 1982 1988 1994
/Patch numbers
Total 28 29 137
0-100 r 2  3 4 7
100 ri-lha 20 20 121
Iha-10ha 3 3 9
10ha-100ha 2 2 0
Over 100ha 0 0 0
Table 10: Changes of the urban patch sizes number --Village scale (BK stream)
What is the relationship between large patch number and hydrological effect? What
size of the forest patch matters in hydrological effect? Based on the data of 5 sub-basins
in eastern Taipei area, the diagrams below present the results of correlation analysis by
comparing 100 ni, 1 hectare and 10 hectare forest patch number and the magnitude of
runoff ratio. It shows that 10-hectare forest number is highly correlated with
hydrological effects (Figure 20). The point of CD watershed is ignored because the patch
number is too small there.
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Figure 20: A comparison of correlation analysis by 100 nf, 1 hectare and 10 hectare
patch numbers and runoff ratio
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5.4 Corridor and Network
Three types of corridors are addressed here, vegetation corridor, stepping stone
system and stream corridor. Width, connectivity and quality of corridors are three
important attributes related to the function and processes of a landscape. Based on the
aerial photos and satellite images of Shije area, we could measure the qualitative and
quantitative quality of corridors and networks. However, more precise ecological effects
still rely on the investigation in the field.
5.4.1 Vegetation Corridor
Vegetation corridor is a linear structure which usually locates on one or two sides of
streams, roads and boundary area. The following are vegetation corridors in BK stream
(watershed- e) and BL stream (watershed- f), which indicate the breaking and narrowing
of vegetation corridor because of land development.
Figure 21: Vegetation corridors in BK stream (watershed- e) (left) and BL stream
(watershed- f )(right)
5.4.2 Stepping Stones System
Stepping stone system is series of smaller vegetation patches which are closer enough
for bird stopping, wildlife movement and vegetation succession. Some neighborhood
park systems could have similar ecological function as a stepping stone system in wild
areas. The watershed c of CD stream shows the survival of a stepping stone system when
the land development goes through the two sides of CD stream.
Figure 22: The stepping stone system along CD stream (watershed c)
5.4.3 Stream and River Corridor
Stream and river corridors are determined by land form. We can divide a stream and
river corridor by five section zones, channel, river banks, floodplain strips, hill slopes
and strip of upland. From upstream to downstream, a stream or river corridor could also
be defined by the orders of river. The ecological effects of urban development will be
different in these different sections of stream corridor.
Most of the first order stream corridors in Shi-je basin area are still covered by a high
proportion of forest. However, the percolation effect begins to appear on the large forest
patch of the first order stream. It could affect the quality of upstream water sources
(Figure 23, left).
The Shije sub-basin section area is right located on the second to fourth order of
stream corridor in midstream. We observe that most land development goes along the
main river corridor which produces more erosion, sedimentation and pollution effects on
the water (Figure 23, middle). At the same time, some of the land development
happening on the bottom of valley is adjacent to or right on the flood plain. Those areas
are the most sensitive to flood in watershed urbanization.
The fifth to tenth of the stream corridor in downstream Taipei shows that the intensive
urban development has already cleared most of the forest, which in turn has lowered the
ecological quality of the area (Figure 23, right). The re-channelization engineering of the
downstream Keelung river in the early 1990s made a huge impact on the hydrological
regime. From theoretical estimation, the channelization of river will accelerate water
movement and may cause major flooding downstream. For the upstream or midstream
Shije, it could lower the water table and reduces the upstream flood. However, after the
re-channelization work in the downstream Neihu area, the evidence shows that the
upstream and midstream flood problems become more serious. It is still not clear about
why, what impact or how much impact of the re-channelization work brings into the
hydrology of Taipei basin.
Figure 23: First order of stream corridor in upstream Shiji basin section (left); The
second to forth order of stream corridor in midstream Shiji basin section (middle);
The fifth to tenth of stream corridor in downstream Taipei, it shows the river after
channelization (right)
5.4.5 Network
Width and connectivity are two important characteristics of corridors. Many corridors
combine together to become a network. We can use some indexes to measure their
connectivity attributes, attributes which will also indicate the ecological quality of a
landscape. Network connectivity and network circuitry are two useful indexes in the
measurement of network quality.
1. index for network connectivity r
r = L/ Lmax = L/ 3 (V-2)
L= number of linkages
Lmax = maximum possible number of linkages
V = number of nodes
2. index for network circuitry a
a = (L-V+ 1)/ (2V-5)
L= number of linkages
V = number of nodes
In Shije area, most vegetation corridors are along the riparian sides of streams, which
belong to a tree shape or dendritic streams network (Figure 24). The quality and
wholeness of those riparian vegetation corridors are investigated based on aerial photo
and satellite image data. The connectivity of the network of vegetation corridors in Shije
area could be measured and become a clear index for understanding the ecological
quality of watershed.
Network connectivity is the degree to which all nodes are connected. And the network
circuitry is the degree to which loop or circuits are presented in the network (Forman,
1995). By investigating the width and quality of riparian vegetation, the linkages for
each node are determined. The following diagram and table show the network
connectivity of the six watershed area in Shije basin section (figure 25, table 11).
Figure 24: stream network of Shije sub-basin section
L(number of V = number of r network a network
linkages) nodes connectivity circuitry
Watershed -a (BCK) 10 12 0.33 0
Watershed -b (SC) 4 6 0.33 0
Watershed -c (CD) 5 10 0.21 0
Watershed -d (KKC) 4 6 0.33 0
Watershed -e(BK) 4 8 0.22 0
Watershed -f (BL) 2 6 0.17 0
Table 11: Stream network connectivity & circuitry of the 6 sub-watershed in Shije area
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Figure 25: Stream network connectivity of the 6 sub-watershed in Shiji area
5.5 Landscape Heterogeneity
Within the same period 1982-1994, the characteristics of the surrounding natural
system were also altered. The following are evidence regarding the changes of land
coverage, which can be addressed by the increasing index of landscape heterogeneity.
Spatial heterogeneity is an inherent characteristic of the land mosaic. It represents the
uneven distribution of land coverage, which has bearing on many ecological effects such
as soil formation, weathering, plant and animal distribution, water and nutrient flows,
energy storing and recycling.. .etc. (Farina, 1998). For watershed urbanization of Shije
area, the following measure will show that the increasing landscape heterogeneity is the
result of human disturbance or urban development.
Based on the digital data of land coverage in 1982, 1988 and 1994, the total patch
areas of forest, grassland and agriculture land are simply calculated. The most
distinguished change is the decreasing forest coverage ratio from 1982's 95% down to
1988's 68%. The basic data gives us an overall picture of what land coverage changed
since 1982.
1982 1988 1994
Forest 167650374 167847525 164125874
Grassland 7891500 8604900 4446550
Agricultural 2915650 1429750 17437750
Land
Table 12: The Changes of Land Coverage (Unit: m)
1982 1988 1994
Forest 95.07 68.32 74.30
Grassland 4.49 3.50 2.01
Agricultural 1.65 0.58 7.89
Land
Table 13: The Changes of Land Coverage Ratio (Unit: %)
The next step is the measurement of landscape heterogeneity. From the index below, it
shows that the ecological integrity or quality is going down in this area. For the changing
landscape heterogeneity, three index of landscape ecology are applied to measure the
diversity of the whole landscape (Forman, 1995; Farina, 1998).
H' = - E Pi InPi
Do=lnn-H'=Inn+ EPilnPi
E = H' / H'max = -100 ln(EX (Pi)2)/ ln(n)
Pi = the proportion of land cover type i in the whole region
n = number of land use types
n max = maximum possible land use types
The Shannon Diversity index H' is used to show the variety and abundance of land
cover. The Dominance index Do is related to H'. It means the value of dominance of one
land cover over the others. The Evenness index E is probably the most useful one to
measure how even or how diverse is the land mosaic. When E equal to 0, it means that
there is only one land use type covering the whole landscape ; when the E value is close
to 1, the diversity is highest. It could be the basis for comparison among different
landscapes or regions or for a specific landscape within different phases and temporal
periods.
Using three indexes as a basis of measure, the number of Shannon Diversity index H'
was increasing by 1982's 0.775072, 1988's 0.96033 and 1994's 1.032647. It shows that
the diversity of the whole land mosaic is increasing because more and more land use
types appeared in urbanization process. The Dominance index Do dropped down by
1982's 1.422152, 1988's 1.236895 and 1994's 1.164577. It shows that the dominance of
forest coverage was decreasing. The Evenness index E is growing by 1982's 0.352751,
1988's 0.437065 and 1994's 0.469978, which also represent the higher landscape
heterogeneity tendency (Table 14).
Index of landscape 1982 1988 1994
heterogeneity
H' 0.775072 0.96033 1.032647
Do 1.422152 1.236895 1.164577
E 0.352751 0.437065 0.469978
Table 14: The Changing landscape heterogeneity
The landscape heterogeneity index above clearly shows that the human disturbance or
land development over time is highly related to spatial heterogeneity.
5.6 Patch Shape and the Form of Nature and City
5.6.1 Patch Shape over Space
The shapes of forest, built area and hybrids of all kinds of land uses are related to
urban and regional form. Urban and regional form is confined by natural features of the
physical environment. However, changing the form of a landscape, city or region could
also impact the function of hydrological regime, life cycle of species or even the
ecosystem as a whole. In terms of landscape ecology, patch shape is related to the
ecological functions and flows of a landscape. There are two indices of patch shape
adopted here, index K for patch compactness and index GSI for patch convolution. The
two indices are applied here for testing different ecological effects or for the
understanding of the process of mosaic change.
1. Patch Compactness
Patch compactness is important regarding both natural vegetation and built
environment. Compactness is good for city form because it concentrates more
development in built areas and releases more development pressure from the
surrounding environment. For vegetation patches, the highly compact form means that
more interior species could be preserved by the round shape. Therefore, when an area is
extremely natural or human-made, the patch compactness is usually high. One the
opposite side, we can often find the tendency of patch shape which becomes elongated in
the mixed urban-nature areas. Elongation is the opposite side of compactness. The patch
elongation could be easily measured by the ratio of patch length by patch width. The
following is the index K which provides another way to measure the compactness.
Compared with the simple length-to-width ratio, it is more precise and could be applied
to any shape. The following is the comparison of patch compactness index K among six
village-scale watersheds in the Shije area.
Patch compactness index K:
K = 2f(r A)/ = Dc/ p
A = area of patch
p = perimeter of patch
pc = perimeter of circle having same area as patch
K Watershed-a Watershed-b Watershed-c Watershed-d Watershed-e Watershed-f
compactn (BCK) (SC) (CD) (KKC) (BK) (BL)
ess forest % forest % forest % forest % forest % forest %
Total 70 3 50 104 68 185
0-0.3 4 6% 1 33% 3 6% 9 9% 3 4% 5 3%
0.3-0.4 4 6% 0 0% 2 4% 9 9% 2 3% 9 5%
0.4-0.5 5 7% 1 33% 3 6% 10 10% 3 4% 19 10%
0.5-0.6 10 14% 0 0% 7 14% 12 12% 11 16% 25 14%
0.6-0.7 8 11% 1 33% 8 16% 6 6% 3 4% 19 10%
0.7-0.8 5 7% 0 0% 8 16% 11 11% 5 7% 25 14%
Over 0.8 34 49% 0 0% 19 38% 47 45% 40 60% 83 45%
Table 15: Spatial
section area
distribution of Index K (Compactness of forest patches), Shi-ji Basin
Watershed d Watershed e
Figure 26: Spatial distribution of Index K (Compactness of forest patches), example
of watershed d, e, fin Shi-ji Basin section area. The darker color means larger value of
K
From the previous investigation, we find that the watershed-e, Beikung stream (BK),
has the highest value of the index K. It means that more patch elongation exists in that
watershed, which indicates that the landscape of watershed-e likely resulted from a
unidirectional ecological process. There are higher probabilities for gravity, slope
orientation, wind forces and erosion to go through one single direction. In 1997's Winnie
typhoon, the most serious landslide disaster event happen right on the watershed-e.
There were more than 500 housing units damaged in that disaster. It shows that there are
some interesting relationships between potential landslides and the patch elongation
shape of the landscape.
2. Patch Convolution
The second dimension of patch shape is the index of patch convolution. The
magnitude of patches convolution represents the complexity of patch edges. When the
edge becomes more complicated, the interaction between interior species and
Watershed
surrounding environment will be more frequent. For city shape, higher convolution is
usually better than rounded or smooth urban patch because it means nature could be
introduced into an urban area. For natural vegetation patches, higher convolution always
resulted from spatial and temporal heterogeneity. In other words, a human-induced
process generally produces a smooth patch shape. The following are the comparison of
index GSI among six village-scale watersheds, which indicate the convolution degree of
patch distribution.
Patch convolution Index GSI:
GSI = p/1
p = perimeter of patch
1= length of long axis
GSI(grai Watershed-a Watershed-b Watershed-c Watershed-d Watershed-e Watershed-f
n shape (BCK) (SC) (CD) (KKC) (BK) (BL)
index) forest % forest % forest % forest % forest % forest %
Total 70 3 50 104 68 185
<3 50 71% 1 33% 40 80% 74 71% 60 88% 139 75%
3-4 15 21% 0 0% 7 14% 15 14% 5 7% 35 19%
4-5 2 3% 0 0% 0 0% 7 7% 0 0% 2 1%
5-6 2 3% 1 33% 0 0% 2 2% 0 0% 3 2%
6-7 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 1 1% 3 2%
7-8 0 0% 1 33% 1 2% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
8-9 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 3 3% 0 0% 0 0%
9-10 0 0% 0 0% 1 2% 1 1% 1 1% 0 0%
>10 1 1.4% 0 0% 1 2% 1 1% 1 1% 3 2%
Table 16: Spatial distribution of Index GSI (Convolution of forest patches), Shi-ji
Basin section area
Watershed d Watershed e Watershed f '
Figure 27: Spatial distribution of Index GSI (Convolution of forest patches), example
of watershed d, e, f in Shi-ji Basin section area.
The data above shows that for those GSI index less than 3, BK stream watershed has
the highest proportion of low GSI patch numbers. It could be interpreted that BK stream
watershed has the highest human intervention in management of the landscape. The
argument is based on the thermodynamic perspective, which means that high energy
input is necessary for maintaining smooth or rounded shape patches. Without
interventions from human being or other natural forces, the patch shape will gradually
become more and more fractal. That is why we can observe in BK watershed that with
more intensive urbanization, the ratio and distribution of lower convolution patches
becomes higher and more widespread.
5.6.2 Patch Shape Over Time
As we mentioned above, patch shape is related to the ecological functions and flows
of a landscape. For the same landscape or region, the changes of patch shape could
indicate that the ecological functions or flows are also altered over time. The two
patch-shape indices, the index K for patch compactness and the index GSI for patch
convolution, are adopted here again. The town-scale sub-basin (Shije area) and village-
scale watersheds (BK watershed area) are the comparison basis for discussing the
change of patch shape in 1982, 1988 and 1994.
1. Patch Compactness changes over Time
For forest patches, the data below shows that the compactness index K changed over
time. For those high compactness patches larger than 0.8, the proportion of patch
numbers increased from 26% to 45% (table 17). It is obvious that the number of high
compactness forest patches increase over time. But when we look at the diagram of
index K from 1982 to 1994, the land coverage area of those high compactness patches
seems to be dramatically decreasing (figure 28). The outcomes show that in the urban
development process of Shije, more and more forest patches become compact when
these patches were shrinking their size at the same time. The phenomenon is similar
when we look at the village-scale BK watershed in detail. The proportion of those high
compactness forest patches (with index K larger than 0.8) also increased from 19% to
60% (table 18). At the same time, those compact patches were shrinking even more
seriously than those patches on the town-scale data. It is reasonable to argue that
watershed urbanization shrank forest patches and makes them more compact because of
more human input of energy and management over time.
For urban patches, the compactness index K also changed since 1982. For those high
compactness patches larger than 0.8, the proportion of patch numbers decreased from
31% to 12% on the town-scale Shije area (table 17). The total number of urban patches
increased dramatically from 579 to 2031. It shows that the more urban patches become
less compact, when the numbers of land development site bursts out in the period of
1982 to 1994. On the village-scale BK watershed, the total urban patch numbers increase
from 26 to 137. However, it is not clear what happens to the urban patch compactness.
The compactness for individual urban patch in this scale is dependent upon the design of
each development site.
K 1982 1988 1994
compactn Forest % Built % Forest % Built % Forest % Built %
area area area
ess
Total 3857 1 579 1 3936 1 626 1 1022 1 2031 1
0-0.3 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 45 4% 12 1%
0.3-0.4 285 7% 31 5% 305 8% 29 5% 67 7% 90 4%
0.4-0.5 572 15% 50 9% 589 15% 53 8% 105 10% 197 10%
0.5-0.6 789 20% 131 23% 804 20% 138 22% 122 12% 391 19%
0.6-0.7 850 22% 115 20% 888 23% 166 27% 122 12% 632 31%
0.7-0.8 368 10% 74 13% 372 9% 78 12% 105 10% 473 23%
Over 0.8 993 26% 178 31% 978 25% 162 26% 456 45% 236 12%
Table 17: Changes of Compactness Index K--Forest(left), Urban area(right)--Town
scale
1982 1994
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Figure 28: Changes of Compactness Index K--Forest--Town scale
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Figure 29: Changes of Compactness Index K--Urban area--Town scale
K 1982 1988 1994
compactn Forest % Built % Forest % Built % Forest % Built %
area area area
ess
Total 311 1 26 1 310 1 27 1 67 1 137 1
0-0.3 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 3 4% 0 0%
0.3-0.4 25 8% 0 0% 25 8% 0 0% 2 3% 8 6%
0.4-0.5 43 14% 2 8% 47 15% 2 7% 3 4% 13 9%
0.5-0.6 76 24% 10 38% 78 25% 10 37% 11 16% 30 22%
0.6-0.7 84 27% 5 19% 76 25% 7 26% 3 4% 37 27%
0.7-0.8 25 8% 7 27% 19 6% 4 15% 5 7% 41 30%
Over 0.8 58 19% 2 8% 65 21% 4 15% 40 60% 8 6%
Table 18: Changes of Compactness Index K--Forest(left), Urban area(right)--Village
scale
41982 1994 1982 e 1994
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Figure 30: Changes of Compactness Index K--Forest(left), Urban area(right)--Village
scale
2. Patch Convolution Changes Over Time
The following data provide us information about how convoluted of the individual
patches on the town-scale Shije area and village-scale BK watershed over time. For
forest patches, the proportion of low convolution patches (GSI index smaller than 3) rose
up from 48% to 73% in 1982 to 1994 period (table 19) on the town scale area. On
village-scale watershed, the same GSI index number also rose from 48% to 88%. The
numbers reveal the tendency that the shapes of forest patches were becoming smother
over time on both scales. For the convolution of each urban patch, it is not clear about the
changing tendency over time for individual patches.
GSI(grai 1982 1988 1994
n shape Forest % Built % Forest % Built % Forest % Built %
index) area area area
Total 4048 100% 611 100% 4130 100% 665 100% 1023 100% 2031 100%
<3 1926 48% 289 47% 1926 48% 321 48% 744 73% 808 40%
3-4 1639 40% 260 43% 1639 40% 288 43% 194 19% 1061 52%
4-5 287 7% 39 6% 287 7% 28 4% 34 3% 111 5%
5-6 100 2% 11 2% 100 2% 14 2% 19 2% 39 2%
6-7 33 1% 5 1% 33 1% 5 1% 6 1% 6 0%
7-8 19 0% 3 0% 19 0% 3 0% 4 0% 5 0%
8-9 9 0% 1 0% 9 0% 3 0% 5 0% 0 0%
9-10 10 0% 1 0% 10 0% 1 0% 3 0% 0 0%
>10 25 1% 2 0% 25 1% 2 0% 141% 1 0%
Table 19: Changes of Grain Shape Index GSI--Forest(left), Urban area(right)--Town
scale
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Figure 32: Changes of Grain Shape Index GSI-- Urban area--Town scale
GSI(grai 1982 1988 1994
n shape Forest % Built % Forest % Built % Forest % Built %
index) area area area
Total 335 100% 28 100% 335 100% 29 100% 68 100% 137 100%
<3 161 48% 7 25% 103 31% 5 17% 60 88% 73 53%
3-4 138 41% 19 68% 182 54% 22 76% 5 7% 54 39%
4-5 20 6% 1 4% 25 7% 1 3% 0 0% 6 4%
5-6 3 1% 0 0% 7 2% 0 0% 0 0% 2 1%
6-7 6 2% 1 4% 6 2% 0 0% 1 1% 1 1%
7-8 5 1% 0 0% 5 1% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1%
8-9 1 0% 0 0% 2 1% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
9-10 0 0% 0 0% 2 1% 0 0% 1 1% 0 0%
>10 1 0% 0 0% 310.9% 1 3% 1 1% 0 0%
Table 20: Changes of Grain Shape Index GSI--Forest(left), Urban area(right)--Village
scale
v~
1982 1994 1982. 1994
Figure 33: Changes of Grain Shape Index GSI--Forest(left), Urban area(right)--Village
scale
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5.6.3 Changes of City and Nature Form for the Whole Landscape
The patch compactness index of K and patch convolution above is for individual
patches. However, how could we measure the form of the built-up area or the form of
natural area for the whole landscape? In other words, by measuring the city and nature
form of compactness or convolution across the whole landscape, we can observe the
change of metropolitan form and explore their ecological implications.
1. Compactness of City Form
Using the data from aerial photos taken in 1982, 1988, 1994 and the satellite image of
year 2000, the images of city shape changing over time are compared based on the same
resolution and scale basis. However, because of different data sources between the first
three years and the year 2000 satellite image, some data biases could be created in data
processing or file format transforming processes.
For the compactness of the whole city form, the compactness index K decreased from
1982's 0.023 to 2000's 0.019 (table 21, figure 34). The Shije city shape looks less and
less compact over time. The same trajectory of the form change appears on the village-
scale city settlement of BK stream watershed. The index K decreased from 1982's 0.092
to 2000's 0.067 (table 22, figure 35).
Year 1982
K(compactness) 0.023
1988
0.022
1994 2000
0.016 0.019
Table 21: Compactness Index K of Shije City Form in 1982-2000--Town scale
Year 1982 1988 1994 2000
K(compactness) 0.092 0.092 0.063 0.067
Table 22: Compactness Index K of Beikung Watershed Settlement Form in 1982-
2000--Village scale
1982
1994
Figure 34: The Change of Shije City Form in 1982-2000
Figure 35: The Change of Beikung Village Settlement Form in 1982-2000
1988
2000
The measurement of the compactness of city form is related to the current debate over
"1sustainable city form". For those arguments in defense for the compact city form, there
are some environmental and energy advantages such as:
1. A higher containment of urban development and population densities can help
conserving the countryside and remote natural areas.
2. More compact city form can reduce traffic volumes and travel distances as a result
of mixed use and overall higher population densities.
3. Due to overall reduced emissions and greenhouse gases can create a better
environment.
For those against compact city form, the suburban or semi-nature living style is more
appreciated. The compact city could also cause traffic congestion, reduction of privacy
as well as the loss of open space or amenity environment inside the city area. The most
challenging point may be that many compact city development policies fail to take
account of the increasing rates in population growth and dispersal.
For Shije city, the city form has become less compact over the years. Because the city
form of Shije is strictly confined by the valley-shape natural constraint, the city
settlement started from the bottom of the valley, and went up to the two sides of the slope.
After 1990s, more and more built-up spots and urban patches grew along the tree-shape
stream corridors. It explains why the city form becomes more sprawling and less
compact over time.
2. Convolution of City Form and Nature Form
For the city form or the natural form across the whole landscape, we can use the
principles of fractal geometry to understand the complexity of the edges. For several
reasons, patch convolution is sometimes difficult to measure using Euclidean geometry
such as that deployed in the GSI index. On the one hand, many ecological patterns and
processes are more complicated in natural environments; on the other hand, a fractal
approach can take into account different scales of form which could help us to look at the
edge complexity of a whole landscape (figure 36).
Simple Borderline Complex Complex
D=1.006 D=1.139 D=1.482
Figure 36: The ideal types of high, middle and low fractal dimension (Farina, 1998)
The index of Fractal Dimension D is applied here to measure the complexity form and
its ecological effect. The number of D is obtained by regressing log(Perimeter) and
log(Area) of the patches, where D = 2 x regression slope.
D = 2 s = 2 * (log p/log A)
s = regression slope
A = area of patch
p = perimeter of patch
Many ecological processes are sensitive to patch shape especially in the forest patches.
It is not an easy thing to measure the form or shape of forest by Euclidean geometry. By
using Fractal geometry, the hierarchical complexity of spatial patterns and process could
be represented by studying the complexity of the edges. The value of Fractal Dimension
D is between 1 and 2. When the value is closer to 2, the form and shape of the land use
type is more complicated in patch edges or boundaries. When the value is closer to 1, it
means the form is simple with wholeness.
The following calculation measures the changing complexity of city shape and forest
shape in the Shije area. For city shape, the convolution index of the fractal dimension is
basically decreased from 1982's 1.2296, 1988's 1.2394., 1994's 1.1920 to 2000's 1.1674.
For forest shape, it shows that that the convolution index of D increased from 1982's
1.2228, 1988's 1.2234 to 1994's 1.2698 (Figure 37--41).
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Figure 37, Fractal Dimension of City shape, 1982 (left), 1988 (right)
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Figure 38, Fractal Dimension of City shape, 1994 (left), 2000 (right)
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Figure 39, 1982 Fractal Dimension of forest shape 'D = 0.6114 x 2= 1.2228
Figure 40, 1988 Fractal Dimension of forest shape 'D = 0.6117 x 2= 1.2234
Figure 41, 1994 Fractal Dimension of forest shape 'D =0.6349 x 2= 1.2698
The measurement of city form and nature shape by the convolution index of fractal
dimension D shows a very interesting tendency: city form becomes less convoluted and
nature form becomes more convoluted over time. For the convolution factor of city form,
we can argue that a very convoluted city development pattern means more interactions at
city and nature interfaces. People have higher accessibility to nature in this setting. The
decreasing convolution of Shije city form implicates a negative effect of development
patterns in terms of natural amenity and people's accessibility. For the form of nature, a
higher convolution shape across the whole landscape means that there are more
opportunities for edge species than interior species. However, the hydrological effects of
the less convoluted city and more convoluted nature are not immediately clear. Based on
historical data of hydrology, the next chapter will discuss some relationships between
hydrological effects and metropolitan form.
6. The Effects: Hydrological Changes and Mosaic Changes
6.1 Changing Hydrological Regime
We now turn to measure the different performances of mosaic structure in the period
from 1982, 1988, 1994 to 2000 at different magnitudes of urban disturbance. Bio-
diversity and hydrological effects are two notable ecological effects here. For the bio-
diversity issue, because of the difficulty of obtaining wildlife movement or bio-diversity
data at this research stage, the estimation of effects of mosaic change are mainly based
on hydrological runoff changes. However, solving the problem of how to design an
analysis to relate the hydrological index to the landscape ecological index seems a
necessary but an unusual approach. The objective of this research stage is to clarify the
relationship between hydrological change and land mosaic change.
As one of the main effects of mosaic change, the increasing runoff or changing
hydrological regime contribute to the frequency of flood disasters in the Eastern Taipei
area in 1990s. Why are the frequency and intensity of disasters dramatically rising in the
past twenty years in the eastern-Taipei metropolitan fringes? I argue that there is a
threshold or limitation in natural system. When the urban development magnitude (or
human disturbance magnitude) goes beyond that limitation, the original natural system
will become "irreversible". It means that the resilience or the ability for the
environmental system to recover after disturbance already lost its original function. In
other words, finding the limitation of land mosaic changes is important for policy
makers who may set the limitation for urban development. Passing over the limitation,
will change the hydrological regime totally and create more opportunity for flood.
The process of urbanization has a considerable hydrological impact, in terms of the
nature of runoff and other hydrological characteristics. Because many areas are covered
by building footprints and impervious areas, we can generally observe some
hydrological change such as reduced evapotranspiration, decreased infiltration rates or
altered runoff dynamics. The extreme modification of hydrological regime resulting
from urbanization has already been reviewed and widely documented (Gregory, 1987;
Brun and Band, 2000).
However, most of the existing literatures on hydrology and urbanization focus only on
"non-spatial" data such as the effect of runoff magnitude and the cause of increasing
percentages of impervious area. Based on the previous chapters about landscape
ecological analysis of watershed urbanization, we understand that land use change in
urbanizing watershed could have an impact on not only the hydrological process, but
also on land mosaic patterns. It is interesting to look at different land mosaic changes
over time and across landscape, and see what are the differences among their
hydrological effects. In this chapter, the analysis of land mosaic and hydrology are put
together for exploring their relationship.
The following evidence shows the changing hydrological regime of the Shije area by
using "runoff ratio" as an index. The runoff ratio is the proportion of precipitation that
becomes storm flows (Brun and Band, 2000). Because of the changes of impervious
cover and urban drainage system, it is expected that the runoff ratio will increase when
the population and land development grew in the same time period. The data below is
about the change of runoff, precipitation and runoff ratio since 1982. It shows that there
is no significant trend or tendency of the runoff ratio change in the whole 1980s period.
However, the signal of the runoff ratio increase started in the early 1990s (figure 42,
table 23).
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Figure 42: The Tendency of Annual Runoff, Annual Precipitation and Annual
Runoff Ratio Changes
Year Runoff Precipitation Runoff Ratio
Mm mm
1982 3505.545 3212.265 1.0913
1983 4620.379 3448.996 1.33963
1984 6045.976 4485.935 1.347763
1985 5004.059 3972.393 1.259709
1986 5945.944 5061.718 1.174689
1987 5965.159 5107.232 1.167983
1988 5145.169 4667.542 1.102329
1989 4414.469 3562.994 1.238977
1990 5067.042 4508.05 1.123999
1991 3092.572 3186.387 0.970558
1992 3974.246 3812.6 1.042398
1993 3171.369 3062.454 1.035564
1994 4356.299 3732.037 1.167271
1995 3316.321 2889.295 1.147796
1996 4934.605 3788.529 1.302512
Table 23: The Changes of Annual Runoff, Annual Precipitation and Annual Runoff
Ratio
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6.2 Threshold Point of Mosaic Changes
When we come back to look at the rate of population growth (Figure 3) and site
development area growth (Figure 4) in Shije area, the number was drastically increasing
since the early 1980s. Compared with the urban development tendency, the change of
hydrological regime seems to arrive almost ten years later. The curve of hydrologic
effect did not run parallel to its causes, the curve of urbanization. It seems that there is a
"time lag" effect between the changes of hydrological regime and the changes of land
coverage, which is caused by urban development as a large-scale human disturbance.
Why does there exist a time lag between the change of urban development activity and
hydrological regime? Based on the comparison between the runoff ratio change and land
development growth (Figure 43), we can argue that there exists a limitation or threshold
point for the natural system. When the human disturbance or urban development
magnitude goes over the threshold point, the original natural system becomes
"irreversible" or less reversible.
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Figure 44, The Comparison of Average Annual Runoff between 1980s and 1990s
When we come back to look at the rate of population growth and site development
area growth in Shije area, the numbers increased dramatically since the early 1980s.
Compared with the urban development tendency, the change of hydrological regime
seems almost ten years behind. The curve of the change of runoff ratio did not run
parallel to the curve of urbanization. It appears that there is no significant trend or
tendency of the runoff ratio change in the whole 1980s period. However, the signal of the
runoff ratio increase seems starting in the early 1990s. It seems that there is a "time lag"
effect between the changes of hydrological regime and the changes of land coverage,
which is caused by urban development as a large-scale human disturbance.
Why does there exist a time lag between the change of urban development activity and
hydrological regime? Based on the calculation of the average runoff ratio, it increased
from 1980s' 1.23 to 1990s' 1.49 (Figure 44). The evidences support the previous
hypothesis that there exists a threshold point or limitation of the natural system. When
the urban development magnitude goes beyond that limitation, the original hydrological
system became "irreversible" or "less reversible". From the data shown above, it is
reasonable to claim that the threshold point of the hydrological regime in Shije area
occurred in the year 1990 to 1991 when the runoff ratio started to rise up. However, it is
relatively hard to explain why the runoff ratio looks so irregular in the period 1980s.
Landscape form or structure, what we see today, was produced by flows yesterday
(Forman, 1995). The change of landscape form is correlated with the change of
hydrological system. Given that the evidence shows that the hydrological threshold
point of Shije is located at the temporal point around 1990, what happened to the land
mosaic structure at that point? It indicates that we can come back to look at the
metropolitan form or mosaic structure at the point of year 1990. Using the same
threshold point idea for land mosaic change, the extent of "endurable" mosaic change
within the limitation of the natural system could be measured.
7. Ecological Design and Planning Intervention
7.1 Design and Planning Intervention by Strategic Temporal Point
The indices of the endurable mosaic change are important for planning intervention. It
means that we can manage the urban development process more cautiously by being
aware of the threshold point of mosaic change. By preventing the land mosaic change
from going beyond that critical point, the hydrological regime could keep functioning
within the reversible range.
The following are the important findings according to measurement of the indices of
land mosaic change. These indices are highly correlated with hydrological effects. The
hydrological threshold point in 1990 means that the transition of spatial form from 1988
to 1993 could be an important strategic temporal point for planning intervention.
1. 10 hectare and larger forest patch size
* Forest patch size > 1 Oha,:
2. Landscape Heterogeneity
* Shannon Diversity Index H'
" Dominance Index Do
" Evenness Index
3. Patch shape index (for individual patches)
" Forest patch shape/
Compactness index K > 0.8
* Forest patch shape/
Convolution index GSI < 0.3
112 (1988)~ 36 (1994)
0.96 (1988)
1.24 (1988)
0.44 (1988)
~ 1.03 (1994)
~ 1.16 (1994)
~ 0.47 (1994)
25% (1988) - 45% (1994)
48% (1988) 73% (1994)
4. City form and nature form index (patch shape across the whole landscape)
" Compactness of city form / Index K 0.022 (1988) ~ 0.016 (1994)
* Convolution of city form/
Fractal Dimension D 1.2394 (1988) 1.1920 (1994)
* Convolution of nature form/
Fractal Dimension D 1.234 (1988) ~ 1.2698 (1994)
The data above have important indications for policy makers faced with metropolitan
sprawl pressure and watershed urbanization issues. Using these data and their spatial
presentation by GIS map, the measurement of the threshold point of mosaic change offers
quantitative numbers and visual locations. In other words, finding the limitation of land
mosaic changes is important for designer and planner to set the limitation for urban
development. Passing over the limitation, it will change the hydrological regime totally and
create more opportunity for flood disasters.
7.2 Design and Planning Intervention by Spatial Strategic Point
7.2.1 Least Impact Development Pattems in Village-scale watershed
Where are the most critical locations for landscape restoration action, in which phases,
timings or spatial locations could planning intervention be the most effective? What are the
least impact development patterns or spatial forms in terms of hydrological effect? From
the previous data about the whole town-scale Shije sub-basin area, we can see that the
tree-shape city form became less and less compact and the nature form became more and
more convoluted over time. It is useful for the overall urban and environmental policy to
clarify the urban sprawl issue. However, the town-scale analysis seems not so clear when
the issues focus more in detail about the design of development patterns or the management
of land development activity.
Here are three village-scale watershed development prototypes, which address different
development patterns and spatial forms with the Shije area. The three watershed
development cases all belong to the first to fourth order stream watershed. In these areas,
the hydrological effects could be more sensitive to the urban development activity. We
presume that the hydrological effect is observable over 20 years and across 1000ha scope
of landscape.
The first case study BL stream watershed is the "edge and outward development"
prototype, which means more forest cutting, agriculture and land development is
happening on the first order stream and the upstream forest patches. It is reasonable to
predict that the aquifer water resources and interior species are disturbed dramatically.
The second case study is based on the BK stream watershed. It is the prototype "core and
riparian", which indicates that most developments go along riparian and stream corridors
and spread out gradually. The hydrological effects from the core and riparian prototype
could be as serious as those associated with the first prototype. It seems that there no
existing literature addresses the issue.
The third case study in KKC stream watershed is the most common pattern among those
village-scale watersheds development typology. The development goes from the
downstream and the bottom of valley. The upstream and midstream are still protected with
only very limited disturbance (figure 45).
Different hydrological effects of the three development prototypes are presented below,
by comparing the runoff ratio among the three watersheds over time. The data shows that
the BK watershed has the highest runoff ratio, which is very close to the BL watershed. It
means that the edge and outward development pattern have similar hydrological effect with
the core and riparian development patterns in the case of Shije. The third prototype for
downstream development is obviously lower than the previous two development patterns.
It shows that the development on the bottom of valley could create the least impact on the
hydrological regime. The comparison study indicates that land development should be
prevented in the locations on the upstream forest patches and riparian vegetation corridors.
When there is necessary demand for housing, the downstream site could be a better
location for lower impact development.
BL watershed:
Edge and
Outward
BK watershed:
Core and
Riparian
KKC watershed:
Downstream
Figure 45: A Comparison of Three Watershed Development Patterns
BK watershed
BL watershed
KKC watershed
Figure 46: The Comparison of Hydrological Effects between BK, BL and KKC
watershed
7.2.2 Least Impact Development Pattems in Site scale
If we look more carefully down to the scale of the detail of individual development site,
what kind of spatial form could produce the least ecological and hydrological impact?
From the analysis of patch-corridor-matrix and the mosaic change, different patterns and
forms could be different in their ecological and hydrological effects. Based on the
comparison of different spatial forms of development site and their hydrological effects,
we will understand more about how to propose an ecologically sound design and planning
on site scale.
The diagrams below show that the different orientations of development sites could have
different hydrological effects. For those development patches on the matrix of forest, the
orientation of long axis of the patches relative to the flow in the landscape is a key to
ecological processes. In other words, the wind and water flows and erosions across the
landscape are affected by the orientation angle of the patches (Forman, 1995).
The first development pattern creates some vertical orientation of the building patches
and the directions of water drainage lines. It could produce less impact of soil erosion or
runoff increase because of its patch orientation angle (figure 47). Compared with the
vertical pattern, the horizontal orientation of the building patches and water drainage
directions could result in more erosion and water flow (figure 48). However, the precise
estimation still awaits field survey. The form analysis of development patterns and their
hydrological effects are only employed here for prediction.
Patch A Patch B Patch C
Area 29200 rM 115725 r 45400 ri
Perimeter 1070m 2200m 1220m
K 0.57 0.54 0.62
(compactness)
GSI 3.67 3.18 3.41
(convolution)
Table 24: Patch shape index in BL watershed
Figure 47: Vertical Orientation Site Spatial Form with Drainage Direction
Patch A Patch B Patch C
Area 105800 i 22700 i 27700 n2
Perimeter 2490m 1570m 1040m
K 0.46 0.34 0.57
(compactness)
GSI 4.48 7.25 3.71
(convolution)
Table 25: Patch shape index in BK watershed
Figure 48: Horizontal Orientation Site Spatial Form with Drainage Direction
8. Conclusion:
The ecological effect of urban form has been an important issue in 2 0 ' century
planning history. The inadequate development patterns of modem cities and their natural
surroundings had been discussed in Geddes's Cities in Evolution, McHarg's Design with
Nature, Lynch's Good City Form, Forman's "ecologically optimum spatial form" in Land
Mosaics, and Mitchell's "fine-grain urban pattern" in City of Bits and E-topia (Geddes,
1915; Lynch, 1961, 1981; McHarg, 1969; Forman, 1995; Mitchell, 1995, 1999).
However, these normative theories have almost never been tested by empirical studies
and quantitative analysis. Using the technology of GIS and the principles of landscape
ecology, some quantitative and spatial analyses are applied here to verify the
complicated non-linear relationship between city form, forest patch shape and
hydrological effects in the case of 20 years of urban development in the eastern Taipei
metropolitan fringe. The following are the main findings of the study:
Firstly, the empirical study tests the issue of ecological effect of urban and natural
form by quantitative and spatial analysis. The integration of GIS technologies and
landscape ecological analysis provides an operational approach to large-scale
metropolitan spatial analysis. It shows the potential future development of a GIS based
ecological analysis, which could be applied to the design and planning for metropolitan
areas.
Secondly, A holistic framework is proposed for the purpose of integrating
consideration of urban development, landscape change and hydrological processes. The
evidence shows that there exist some correlations among the three processes.
Thirdly, spatial form of city and nature does matter in hydrological effects. The
research shows that some landscape ecological indices are highly correlated with
hydrological effect, including the number of 10 hectare or larger forest patches, the
compactness index K and the fractal dimension D of city form, and the evenness index E
of the landscape heterogeneity.
Fourthly, the concept of carrying capacity of the natural system is proposed and
verified here. The data show a 10 year "time lag" phenomenon between urban
development and hydrological effect in eastern Taipei. The differences of the runoff
effect between the 1980s and 1990s support the hypothesis that there exists a threshold
point or limitation of the natural system. When the magnitude of urban development
goes beyond that limitation, the original hydrological system became "irreversible" or
"less reversible".
Finally, the evidence of the threshold point indicates the strategic timing point and
spatial points could become the basis for design and planning intervention. Using
scenarios planning procedure, a sustainable urban environment could be achieved
gradually by applying landscape ecological principles.
Most of the current topics in the field of landscape ecology still focus on the remote
areas. There is little literature discussing urban landscape, and almost never is there a
focus on metropolitan area. However, the scenario of the future world is going to
become more urban. The empirical research applies GIS technology and landscape
ecological analysis to a metropolitan area of Taipei. It indicates a good opportunity for
us to reconsider the paradigm shift from "ecology as a science" to "ecology for
urbanization" in the future.
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